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Abstract.
Let R be a prime ring with center Z and let U be a noncentral
Lie ideal of R . Suppose that d is a derivation of R such that d"(u) e Z for
all u € U , where n is a fixed integer. It is shown that either d"(R) = 0 or R
is an order of a 4-dimensional simple algebra over a field of characteristic 2.

Let R be a prime ring with center Z and d a derivation of R. Chung and
J. Luh [4] proved that if d"(I) = 0 for a nonzero ideal / of R, then d"(R) =
0. The similar result for Lie ideals was also proved in the dissertation of
David W. Jensen of North Carolina State University.
On the other hand,
Lee and Lee [11] generalized Chung and Luh's result by using the condition
that d (/) ç Z. For the corresponding generalization on Lie ideals, a partial
result has been recently obtained by Trzepizur [15] with the assumption that
char/? > 2« . Our aim here is to prove this generalization in its full generality.
The main feature of our argument is, instead of elementwise computation as in
previous work, the use of Kharchenko's powerful theorem on differential identities along with structure theorems. This seems to suggest a more unified and
effective approach for problems of this sort.
Our main result is the following
Theorem. Let R be a prime ring with center Z and d a derivation of R such
that d"(U) ç Z, where U is a noncentral Lie ideal of R and n is a fixed
natural number. Then dn(R) = 0 unless R is an order of a 4-dimensional
simple algebra over afield of characteristic 2.

Combining with the result in [1], we immediately obtain the following
Corollary. Let R be a prime ring with center Z and let p(xx, ... ,xm) be a
noncentral polynomial in noncommuting indeterminates x.,.,..,x
and with
coefficients in the extended centroid C. Let d be a derivation of R such that
d"(p(xx, ... ,xm)) G Z for all x,,...
,X in a nonzero ideal I of R. Then
d"(R) = 0 unless R is an order of a 4-dimensional simple algebra over afield
of characteristic 2.
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We start with the following simple lemma, which is useful for pushing results
from ordinary ideals to Lie ideals. Though our formulation below is only for
one indeterminate for simplicity, the lemma can be extended easily to more
indeterminates.

Lemma 1. Let D be a division ring and let DV be an infinite-dimensional left Dvector space. Suppose that R is a dense subring of Hom(DV, DV) and that 4>(x)
is a generalized polynomial with coefficients in Hom(fl V, DV). If <f>([x,y]) = 0

is a GPIof R, then <f>(x)
= 0 is a GPI of Hom(DV,DV).
Proof. Since generalized polynomials are continuous with respect to the finite

topology of Wom(DV,DV) (see [6, p. 248] for the definition), it suffices to
show that the set {[x,y]: x,y G R} is dense in Uom(DV,DV) with respect
to the finite topology. So let a G Hom(öF,flF)
and let vx, ... ,v G V be
D-independent vectors. We must show that there exist x, y G R such that
v¡[x ,y] = v¡a for i = I, ... ,n . Since dimD V —op, there exist ux, ... ,unG
V such that ux, ... ,un are /^-independent modulo the D-subspace spanned
by vx, ... ,vn. By the density of R in Hom(0F,0F),
there exist x, y G R
such that VjX = u¡, v¡y = 0 and uty = v¡a for i = I, ... ,n . Now we verify
easily that v¡[x,y] = v¡(xy -yx) = v¡xy = uty = v(a for i = I, ... ,n .
The next lemma treats the case n = 1 and is well known more or less in the
literature. We include here the proof for the sake of completeness.

Lemma 2. When n = 1, the theorem holds.
Proof. In the notation of the theorem above, d(U) ç Z implies d([U, U]) =
0. By [10], the subring generated by [U ,U] contains a nonzero ideal / of R,
unless char/? = 2 and R satisfies the standard polynomial identity S4 , which
is excluded by our assumption. So d(I) = 0 and d(R) = 0 follows.
Proof of theorem. Assume on the contrary that our theorem is false. Let n be
the minimal integer such that there exists a derivation d of a prime ring R

with d"(R) ¿ 0 but with d"(U)çZ

for a noncentral Lie ideal U of R . Fix

such R, U and d. Let Q be the two-sided Martindale quotient ring of R.
The center C of Q is called the extended centroid of R.
By [11], there exists a nonzero ideal I of R such that U 2 [I ,R\. Then

the differential identity [d"([x ,y]), z] = 0 holds on Q by [3, Theorem 1]. Set
w = [ß, Q] • Then W is a noncentral Lie ideal of Q and d"(W) ÇC. The
argument of the first three claims below is adopted from [11].
Claim 1. n is invertible in C. Assume on the contrary that char R = p > 0
and p divides n . Then 3 = dp is also a derivation of R and 3{nlp)(U) =
d"(U) ç Z . Since n/p < n , this contradicts with the minimality of n .

Claim 2. d"(C) = 0. Assume on the contrary that d"(a) ^ 0 for some a G C.
Observe that d'(W) GW for each integer i > 1 . So for w GW,ad"~\w)
gW
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and hence d"(ad"

M

(w)) G C. Expanding this,

d"(a)d"-\w)

+¿

(n\ d"-'(a)dn+'-\w)

G C.

1=1 ^''

Since each term in the summation is already in C, d"(a)dn~l(w)
d"~ (W) ç C, a contradiction of the minimality of n .

G C . Hence

Claim 3. d(C) = 0. Let m be the minimal integer < n such that dm(C) = 0.
Assume on the contrary that m>2.
w G W, we have

i/ (d

(a)w) = d

Pick a G C such that dm~ (a) ^ 0. For

(a)d(w)

+ nd

(a)d

(w) G C.

So nd'"~ (a)d"~ (w) G C. Since n is invertible in C by Claim 1, dn~ (w) G
C for all w G W, a contradiction of the minimality of n. So m = 1 and
í/(C) = 0 as desired.
Claim 4. Q satisfies a nontrivial GPI. By means of the basic identities 1-6 of
[8], the differential polynomial d"(x) gives rise to a reduced expression

<t>(x)
= J2J2auAtx)bv'
i j
where a.. , b¡¡ G R and where A( are distinct regular derivation words. (In
the notation employed in [7] and [8], where derivations are put on the upper
right corner, we should write 4>(x) = £, Z), anx 'A, instead.) The reduced expression 4>(x) is said to be nontrivial if the corresponding GP £V ^ <3/7z,^,7>
where z( are distinct new indeterminates, is nontrivial. If the reduced expression <f)(x) is trivial, then 4>(x) = 0 holds trivially on R and hence so does
the differential identity d"(x) = 0. This contradicts with our choice of n.
So the reduced expression (¡)(x) must be nontrivial. By reindexing, we may
assume that A, is the largest derivation word such that the reduced expression ^2jaXjAx(x)bXj is nontrivial. Write each A( as A¡ = 3X, ... ,3m. Using
Leibniz's rule for derivations, we may expand

Mlx,y]) = 3x---3m([x,y])
= iMx),y] + [3x---3m_x(x),3Jy)] + ---.
Observe that this expansion also gives rise to a reduced expression and contains exactly one term involving àAx), namely [A;(x) ,y]. Hence, the similar
expansion of 4>([x,y\) is also reduced and the sum J2jaXj[Ax(x),y]bXJ consists of all terms involving Ax(x). (Since A( is the largest derivation word,
the expansion of other At([x,y]) (i / 1) cannot contribute to terms involving
Ax(x).) Consequently, <f>([x,y]) gives rise to a nontrivial reduced expression
and hence so does [<f>([x,y]),z]. But [4>{[x,y]),z] = 0 holds on R since so

does [d"([x,y]),z]

= 0. Now applying [7, Corollary 5, p.

duced expression of [4>([x, y]) ,z],R

163] to the re-

satisfies a nontrivial GPI. (For example,
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we can see that R satisfies the nontrivial GPI [J2.ax \x,y]bXj,, z] = 0.) By
[2, Theorem 2], Q also satisfies a nontrivial GPI as desired.
Using Claim 3 and Claim 4, by the result on [8, p. 68], there exists a e Q
such that d(x) = [a,x] for all x G R. Hence d"(x) assumes the simple form
d"(x) = [a, ... ,[a,x]] and is merely an ordinary generalized polynomial.
By [12], Q has a minimal idempotent e such that D = eQe is a finitedimensional division algebra over C . Set V = eQ . Then F is a left D-vector
space. Via right multiplication on V, Q can be realized as a dense subring of
Hom(0F,Dl/).
If dim0 V = oo, then d"([x,y]) = 0 holds on Q by [14, Theorem 4]
and, consequently, d"(x) = 0 holds on Hom(DV,DV) by Lemma 1. But
then d"(R) = 0, a contradiction. So we must assume that V is of finite Ddimension. Thus Q is equal to Hom(DF,DV)
and hence is isomorphic to
Dm , the mx m matrix ring over D, for some m .
Let O be a maximal separable subfield of D and let F be the algebraic
closure of O. Then the ring S = Q <g>cF is isomorphic to the mx m matrix
ring Fm for some m . The multilinear condition dn([x ,y]) G C for x , y G Q
carries over to S and assumes the form [a, ... , [a, [x, y]]] G F for x, y G Fm .
Replacing R by S, we assume from now on that R = Fm for an algebraically
closed field F and d(x) —[a ,x] for all x G Fm.
Since [a,R] ç [R,R], we have that d"+1(R) = d"([a,R]) ç Z and hence
d"+ (R) = 0. Thus a defines a nilpotent derivation on R . By [13, Theorem 2]
a - X is nilpotent for some X G F . (The assumption on characteristic in [13]
is unneeded for nilpotent derivations.) Replacing a by a - X, we assume that
a is nilpotent. Write a in the Jordan normal form
(*x

o\

Vo

aj

where a¡ is the s¡ x s¡ matrix

/0

1

0\

0

Vo

o;

We may assume that sx > s-, > ■• • . Note that sx >2, for otherwise, a = 0.
Let e¡j be the matrix of Fm with 1 in the (/,/')-entry and 0 elsewhere. We
claim that d"(e2x) = 0. Assume towards a contradiction that dn(e2x) G F\{0}.
By direct computation, a2e2x = 0. Hence a d"(e2x) = d"(a e2x) = 0. So
J
2
1
a = 0. Using this, we compute directly that d (x) = -2axa and d (x) = 0.
2, then
If n > 3, then d"(R) = 0, contradicting our choice of n. If «
d (?•,,)
cannot be invertible and, as a central element, must be zero.
?21< = -2axa
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So we are left with the case n = 1 , which is also impossible by Lemma 2. Hence
d"(l2x) = 0 as claimed.
Since exx = ae2x, d"(exx) = d"(ae2x) = ad"(e2x) =
consider, xx = x - trace(x)?n . Then trace(x,) = 0 and
So d"(xx) G Z. But d"(xx) = d"(x) - txace(x)d"(exx)
thus shown that d"(x) G Z for all x G R. Replacing
d"(ax) = ad"(x) G Z, for x G R. If d"(x) G Z\{0}
a G Z , a contradiction again. This completes the proof.

0. Given x G R,
hence xx G [R,R].
= d"(x). We have
x by ax, we have
for some x, then

The exceptional case excluded by the theorem above really happens: Let R
be the ring of all 2x2 matrices over a field of characteristic 2. Let d be the
inner derivation defined by (q ¿) ■ We can verify easily that d([R,R]) ç Z .
But nothing can be said about d(R).
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